
Multi-Factor Authentication

Multi-Factor Authentication requires

two or more pieces of  authentication

evidence. This includes app, hard

token, SMS or voice call in addition to

your login information.  

Security Training

Continuously educate and train your

users on best cyber security

measures. 5NINES offers online

education with role-based training

to businesses of all sizes.

Security Incident & 
Event Management (SIEM)

Provides real-time data analysis of

alerts and security logs from all

software and hardware devices. It

also automates the gathering of

compliance documents for HIPAA,

PCI DSS, GDPR and more.

Encryption

Encryption prevents the data breach

and ensures no cyber-criminal is able

to read your data. Encrypting files "at

rest" and "in transit" (emails) facilitates

compliance with industry and

government regulations. . 

Endpoint Detection & 
Response (EDR) 

Detect and eliminate malware, viruses and

cyber attacks across your environment

with EDR. Its primary functions are

monitoring and analyzing activity from

endpoints, and automating response to

identified threat.

Vulnerability Assessment

Do you know all your blind spots?

5NINES can help identify and eliminate

any vulnerabilities in your network,

systems, policies and training. 

When was your last assessment?

Date: _________________

12 WAYS TO PROTECT YOUR
BUSINESS FROM CYBER ATTACKS

Spam Email

Cyber-criminals are especially

successful with deceiving

employees using email phishing.

5NINES will help reduce spams

and train your employees to

avoid main pitfalls. 

Passwords

Align your whole organization to

follow company network security

policies. Examples: Deny or limit

USB file storage access, enforce

use of strong and complex

passwords, set user screen

timeouts, and limit user access.

Computer Updates

Keep all your computer

programs like Microsoft, Adobe,

and Java products updated for

better protection. 

Web Gateway Security

Prevent unsecured external Internet

traffic from entering your internal

network. This is a real-time traffic

inspection for web and email threats

that filters suspicious URLs and

malicious codes before they reach

the end user.

Firewall

Turn on Intrusion Detection and

Intrusion Prevention features to

detect and stop potential treats.  Call

us today and 5NINES will set your

security systems in place!

Backup

Protect your business with online

and offline data backup. Do you

know how fast you can restore your

critical systems following a disaster?

Call 5NINES to learn about DataSafe

Disaster Recovery solution.
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